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The System of Quadrality is the underlying Spiritual Laws, Rules and Structure
whereby the Four Fundamental Frequencies of Universal Oscillation manifest through
the Theory of Harmonic Creation as the Four Pathways to Light and Truth.
Author’s Note: This formal definition for the System of Quadrality was presented on p. 8
of the First Print Edition of my work, a 700 page discourse on and detailing of the process
from which it came into being. Clarification on core principles – as well as new insights
my further adventures into this subject had afforded me – were included as a series of 26
essays in the Fourth Digital Edition. This excerpt is from the end of the last of these,
“The Theory of Everything.” The section, intended as a review prior to my final statement
in that regard, is an effective exegesis on its own merits. In reproducing it I’ve retained
all references to other portions of the digital edition in addition to certain key aspects of
the System of Quadrality, which I felt were unnecessary to restate in this review. I hoped
they’d serve in establishing continuity in the principles discussed and their derivation.
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Over the years I’ve had plenty ideas, but none I’d consider universal in scope.
And about seven years ago I had one that seemed fairly simple. I’ve mentioned much
of this before, but it is worth a review as our time together nears completion. For the
five years prior I’d been reading modern philosophy as it had found its way into the
self-help movement. It became clear to me that many of the principles discussed had
roots in ancient spiritual traditions. Yet, what I found even more striking was the
parallel evident between them all and some basic scientific precepts. And later I
learned I’d not been the first to notice one existed. But around 1998 this other idea
came to me as these early intuitions began to gel. Now, as to its originality I can’t
rightly say, only to that of the system to which it led me. Nevertheless, the idea itself
was rather basic. Being that we live in one world where Religion and Science coexist,
even though they uphold different laws there’d still be one truth to which both were
beholden. And since the world this one truth was manifesting in was physical, as my
scientific training had shown there had to be a way to model it. Throughout history,
others have tried to provide a view of the entire Big Picture, but no matter how good
a particular view may have been it was still limited by the perspective of the viewer;
and by this I don’t mean the visual perspective but the mental. Our beliefs are like an
artist’s colors. Each artist begins to paint with a preexisting set, which then becomes
a permanent part of their picture. Today, though efforts are admittedly improving as
both Extremes seek to move toward a Means position, the analogy still applies.
Theologians with a background in Science and who have come to embrace the truth in
its discoveries see the results as reinforcing their position. And the scientists whose
discoveries increasingly seem to acknowledge the realm beyond the tangible and the
profound order it made possible still demand the tangible equation to explain it.
I knew that the only way to find the truth I’d been looking for was to search in
a place that embraced the generalities in them all and yet transcended the specifics of
any. And I realized I would have to release my preconceptions about what I was
going to find, and any attachment to the correctness of conclusions I might draw in
the process. While I could look within Religion and Science for clues to the truth I
hoped to model, I needed a new paradigm for the model itself and found the key to it
in the universal forms of expression for the energy common to both. My rationale was
this. Ever since the appearance on Earth of self-aware beings, the ability existed to
perceive a thought or to process an experience. The development of language then
grew out of the desire or need to convey one’s thought or experience to another.
Begun simply as grunts and gestures, it evolved into multitudes of complex languages
all suited to transfer this information. Though languages are spoken or written,
differences are more evident in the latter. But while the languages themselves are as
unique as the cultures that gave them life, there is an underlying truth common to all.
Regardless of whether you consider the characters in Eastern languages, the words in
Western languages, or any of the signs, symbols, or alphabet configurations ever used
since the first, they are all depicting common thoughts and experiences. If you take
an English word such as love, no matter the character or word another language uses
it is still describing the thought or experience of love. The commonality, then, is in
the energy represented by the word, not in the specific word chosen to represent it.
And regardless of how love is understood in that culture, the energy it then represents
and any words and energies it would be compared against are all within that culture’s
frame of reference – and thus relational to those words in other frames of reference.
And so, the words and characters of all languages embody the energy of common
thoughts and experiences, and are the forms whereby their information is conveyed.
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This provided the first premise I used to develop my model. Words are the
vessels of information and energy for common thoughts and experiences, languagerelative to the absolute information or energy they are upholding. Any relationship
established between other vessels in the same frame of reference thus reflects an
absolute relationship – a specific physical representation of a general spiritual truth.
The second premise I used for it came from my study of the variations of
Religion and Science. All information and energy exists as a range of values that can
be described through the comparison of opposites. And one of those pairings,
Intangible and Tangible – understood in some manner by both Religion and Science –
mandate two essential divisions within the entire range, which I chose to call Spiritual
and Physical. Word and Deed, Energy and Matter, were simply two ranges of spiritual
to physical energetic values within a single energy system. Plus, the comparison of
opposites was a device for the conveying of information in all languages. Everyone
just naturally finds it easier to have an understanding about something by comparing
it to something else. It is how we make choices. And if you take the time to listen or
look, you’ll be amazed by how often they come up in everyday speech or writing, or in
the various types of audio-visual media. You can start with my last sentence!
This led to my third premise. If all words embody energy, and all languages
use words in balanced opposition to convey information, a system for energetic truth
can be devised based solely on these oppositional word-pairings and the rules used to
combine them. It wouldn’t matter what words or symbols in a language upheld the
energetic truth of Love to Hate or any range of values. The rules for their evolving
into states and conditions, and the structures thus formed, would be the same.
The final premise then naturally fell into place. Any such system would have to
occur at an evolutionary level beyond the 2nd – Duality. In my studies I found many
practical reasons for this. No multidimensional structure could be formed otherwise;
yet even in a 1-D equation, evolution of a range of values requires a way to express
Means within Extremes. Triunity can do so, but for theoretical reasons it lacks the
needed ability to accommodate both the separation and the interaction of that range.
The evolutionary level that could satisfy all these requirements was the 4th –
Quadrality. And when I started to explore it as a system, I found how all cultures –
and the religions and sciences within them – had an awareness of energy existing as a
range of values with four divisions. The very first step I then completed was the
archetype for this energetic realization – the Four Pathways to Light and Truth. Built
upon core teachings from the realms of Religion and Science, it held that all paths
born from Light and Truth energetically reflected in themselves all others. My quest
for the Rules and Structure of existence soon led to the Quadralitic Cube, which I saw
was the paradigm for the long-sought-after Blueprint for Creation. Using as my
roadmap the Izunome Cross – sacred symbol for the Age of Light designed by
Mokichi Okada – I called it The Totality Of God because the God it sought to
represent could have no exclusions. But for Quadrality to be considered its governing
system, it would have to be so powerfully evident in creation as to clearly preexist the
event, and it would have to model all existence – inorganic and organic. The ability to
model the periodic motion of energy for light, sound and heat would clearly establish
the Quadralitic Cube as the paradigm for the Universe in all its inorganic glory.
But only by also being able to model organic creation would it be truly unifying.
And the very same symbolic Cube did just that when we discovered how it embodied
the genetic structure of DNA. This meant that not only was the Universe designed in
advance, but anything that having DNA would define as living – or organic – within it.
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The odds for DNA are astronomical. Its existence is part of the mystery of
material evolution still needing a solution. But realize, DNA didn’t have to be created
from scratch on this planet. If not DNA itself, necessary ingredients for life could have
been delivered early on by comets and meteorites landing here, which, as scientists
know, contain at least some of DNA’s building blocks. Yet, nothing began here. They
claim it all goes back to the Big Bang. The perhaps unanswerable question is how the
first DNA was formed. Still, since it is programmed into existence in the Quadralitic
Cube, it was destined to occur. This gives us a sense of what I meant on p. 268 by
the Hand of God influencing the timing; God’s Second Law of Being, Order, made it so
when the time was right. It also sheds light on Dynamic Stability. From Zero Moment
structure was designed and rules were established for things to work. This began with
the particle selection that allowed Order to come from Chaos in multidimensionality.
Now, as wonderful as arriving at the Rules of Quadrality and the Structure of
the Quadralitic Cube may have seemed to me, they didn’t supply the few simple and
absolutely universal principles Steven Weinberg says are urgently needed, only the
mechanics whereby they operate. But indeed, that was my original quest, which I felt
had ended successfully; and it was done long before I knew of Professor Weinberg’s
comments or the program I’ve been referencing. This book started as an effort to
document my approach and to support the validity of its findings. Still, in that process
the answer to his request had been revealed. By basing the System of Quadrality on
balanced word-energies, I had actually keyed into a set of underlying truths – begun
in the Spiritual Realm as principles and laws and then applied in the Physical Realm
through its myriad theorems and formulas. And in this closing essay they deserve a
restatement. The initial two are based on established Eastern teachings as taught by
Mr. Okada, which give life to the Spiritual Realm and are intrinsic to every duality I
have throughout my work examined. First comes the Principle of Balance, and all
balanced word-pairings uphold it by definition. It is the truth that “all states of being
manifest from the primal dualities of Spiritual/Physical and Positive/Negative. The
being of any state requires that within the range of values of its creating duality
another state must uphold in energetic opposition the same qualitative sense or
quantitative degree as itself.” Second is the Law of Order, and again, every duality
reflects it simply because either term can be placed first and thus best serve a
spiritual or physical purpose. It is the truth that “states of being occur as a series of
transforming events for which there are spiritually and physically correct orders – with
the spiritual setting the precedent for and having preference over the physical.”
But as noted before, to progress any further in my quest required moving to the
next evolutionary level – Quadrality. And it was only by doing so I was then able to
arrive at two additional truths, these giving life to the Physical Realm. The first is the
Principle of Harmonic Alignment, which acknowledges the harmonic and frequency
natures of words in any dualistic balance and how those values will then affect and be
affected by any evolutionary combination as well as by their relationship to other
balances and combinations. Harmonic Alignment is the truth that “every state of
being is a unique combination of harmonically structured energetic vibrations born
from four fundamental frequencies of universal oscillation. These harmonic vibrations
provide any state with the knowledge and means required to align with or disengage
from another state for the greatest good of the Individual states involved as well as
the Collective state they are within.” Therein lies the mechanics whereby a cause can
produce an effect, an action a result. And its four frequencies on Earth resonate in a
clear sonic connection between the bases of DNA and the Great Pyramid of Giza!
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The Principle of Harmonic Alignment is original as I offered it, but its truth has
roots in Hermetic traditions, which I explained on p. 550. (That can likewise be said
for Balance and Order.) But the second of the Physical Realm truths I had discovered
is also original to me in its root. It is based on a key word-balance we’ve discussed –
Nonchange and Change – born in one of the world’s most ancient and respected
philosophies. But while the balance itself was long-held, philosophers since had failed
to consider at least one vital scientific implication. I call this truth the Law of Dynamic
Stability. Explicitly it is “the constancy of character or purpose with respect to the
non-changing frame of reference must be maintained in any changing system to
prevent discord or disorder from ruling that system. To do so, there is an ability for
finite-relative systems to become open to the infinite-absolute such that adjustments
can be made as needed to maintain harmony and symmetry in the Big Picture.”
Simply put, it is the understanding that all change occurs in the context of the nonchanging frame of reference, and that for stability to be ultimately upheld in the whole
of change, the parts must have access to the non-changing resources. It’s the reason
Order came from Chaos at the Big Bang, and why Order has been maintained as the
ruling principle ever since.
Upon proposing it I realized it would force the scientific community to rethink its
laws of conservation and how they would then apply to the Universe as a Big Picture.
Key to it is Nonchange and Change, the duality of creation, the Driving Force for the
balance that accounts for the Universe we see today – All from Nothing. And we know
the appearance of All defies the laws of conservation. Still, a realization to which
empirical evidence is pointing and causing a reevaluation of scientific truths – the
notion of Supersymmetry – is itself mandating the possibility. Essential to string
theory, Supersymmetry is its acknowledgment of the Principle of Balance – that there
is a sister particle to balance every particle. And it claims that the creation event
broke the symmetry of no-space and no-time by its spatial point and temporal
moment. The laws of conservation can’t explain All coming from Nothing. Only the
Law of Dynamic Stability can, as well as how that and all future events would insure
the Universe’s existence. No sub-quantum particles and forces could be proposed by
today’s physicists if there hadn’t at that event been a Law to allow for them.
To these Spiritual truths I then added a Physical – the Law of Universal Use.
“The Universe, and all within it, has the means and ability to learn, access and use
what it needs, where and when it needs it, and exactly how it needs it to exist in
accordance with the Spiritual Laws. All these processes involve choices made under
the guidance of the Wisdom the other Laws provide.” None of the Spiritual truths
would matter if the Universe for its greatest good didn’t have the physical wherewithal
to apply them. Collectively, they are the Five Laws of Being and Existence. And in
arriving at them I became aware of the truth that joined them to the Rules and
Structure I had already established as underlying all energetic content and activity.
That is the Principle of Behavioral Reversal, “the understanding that the energy
specified by the range of values in an ideological duality has the ability to realign such
that its passive value can become active to satisfy a behavioral condition.” Once more
it is a truth buried within ancient traditions, but one so hidden that none before had
formally considered its presence, let alone its practical application. Now, in a sense
you can think of it as the second physical law of existence, following Universal Use.
But from the above you should see why it wasn’t included with the others. It is a
necessary ingredient in the Five Laws and thus not separate from them except in its
purpose – to provide the modus operandi whereby they function in space and time.
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A great deal is made today by proponents of Intelligent Design about the odds
for any of the myriad requirements for tangibility or for life that would have to fall into
place in exactly the right way and at the right time. And when you combine them,
you realize the odds say we shouldn’t even be here. The only way they see it
occurring is by imagining some external and omnipotent entity has His Hand at all
times in the daily workings of all aspects of creation, almost like a cosmic chess player
moving infinite pieces on a chess board throughout all space and for all time. Then,
He’d be checking out the cosmic Big Picture, arranging and manipulating things until
finally the planet He had chosen to put life on was ready. And, whenever the mood
struck Him He’d form another life. “This looks like a good day to create a tadpole,”
He’d say; and with a snap of His fingers a tadpole would appear. “Mighty fine time for
a dinosaur.” Another snap and there’s Tyrannosaurus Rex. “Be nice to have some life
forms I can talk with, but I’d better get rid of those dinosaurs first!” Snap! Snap!
I’ve deliberately made these last few remarks appear rather ridiculous, because
to many of those against it that is what the case for Intelligent Design actually seems.
The human ego has a difficult time accepting this due to our own place at the top of
the evolutionary scale of consciousness on this planet. But to affirm a level of free will
and inherent ability to actualize it as ID attributes to God, would make our own little
wills and abilities frighteningly insignificant and inadequate in comparison. All the
wills on this planet couldn’t on their own stop an asteroid from striking us if we were
in its path (at least not at Humanity’s present level of ability to access the power of
the will to effect such an outcome). And unless Divine intervention did occur, where
then would be the will of God – or the ability – to stop it?
The answer lies in finding the balance. This is first in not seeing ourselves as
insignificant but as truly important in the Big Picture, in the same sense as the tiniest
gear is important to keep even the largest clock ticking, and second, in then realizing
that all this was not done just for our benefit alone. From Zero Moment, all that was
needed would form from Light and Truth, but not just for Humanity, for everything!
A point those who use scientific odds to make a case in favor of ID is the limited
window of opportunity in the entire history of the Universe for a planet that can
support life to exist. But one of the things observers on Earth often lose sight of in
looking through telescopes is the passage of time. As noted on p. 463, were an
observer to be looking back toward us today from a region of space where we see
only the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation, they’d see only the CMBR, too.
The entire vast Universe is right now within the same window of opportunity for life,
give or take perhaps a few billion years. And other scientific points said to uphold
Intelligent Design as a form of the anthropic principle can be in a like manner argued.
These include our atmosphere, moon, sun, planet distribution, rotational periods,
water content, tectonic activity, and so on. But is the Earth and us really special?
God loves all His creations. If we can acknowledge the astronomical odds of our
existence – being so high as to make us seem impossible – and then claim a case for
Divine intervention, why limit God’s ability to do elsewhere what we insist He could do
here? We’d be limiting ourselves, as I’ve said several times before, to finite thinking.
My personal feeling is the design is such that the odds are much lower than we think.
The Universe is chock full of life, which has a commonality in its basic elemental and
genetic constituents, and also expresses the incredible range of energetic values from
consciousness to awareness as on this planet – and maybe even further. But there’d
be no need to duplicate specifics. Imagine. Every creation gives glory to its creator.
Look at all the various inorganic creations, macrocosmic and microcosmic, each in its
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own way doing that throughout the Universe. And organically, this planet alone has
had many tens of thousands species on it. But imagine all the creations God could
have glorifying Him if there were that many different species on another planet, and
that many different again on another, and so on. In addition, the Universe may be
within its window of opportunity for life as we know it, but who’s to say what new life
forms are waiting in the wings. On p. 422 I mentioned how I felt the Universe would
never die. But it certainly would evolve, and it wouldn’t always have to be as it is.
Moreover, evolution doesn’t only occur within our bottom tip of the inverted
dimensional pyramid. And as also proposed in the main text, Humanity, and all life on
this planet, may be poised for its next evolutionary leap.
So, when I first brought up the anthropic principle I acknowledged that you
could consider me as among those who support it. But I can’t rightly say if my vision
conforms to any present version of it, even if from my previous comments you might
think I support its extreme form. Quite the contrary. As in all things, Extremes and
Means are both important. The Extremes set the range of the plan, and the Means
then uphold the knowing it all works together to fulfil it. The design was whatever
that required, extant in the infinite spatial dimensions and temporal frames of the
cyclic event-line before the Planck length and time established the linear event-line.
And essential to the design were the Laws of Being and Existence I’ve expounded,
which would guarantee success over failure, with everything playing out as needed to
unify spiritual and physical truth. Intervention then comes not in the manipulation of
events by whim, but in the caring and loving participation with these Laws. And along
with God’s guiding principles were the Rules of Engagement and the Structure of the
Content and Activity through which it would occur. Whatever states or conditions
would then exist did so by evolving through a single formula in accord with a unifying
theory – Harmonic Creation – first defined on p. 399. The existence and evolution of
the Universe and all within it can be understood in terms of the principles underlying
the creation of harmonics, the perfected merging of Music and Mathematics – the
spiritual and physical reflections of the same Truth within the Movement. And it was
during the recently-recalled resonant analysis of DNA and the Giza Pyramid that we
saw just how musical the Universe is, both in its beauty and its precision. Then, Music
truly represents the Universe’s Soul and Heart, Mathematics, its Mind and Body.
But if we accept the preexisting plan and the design whereby it is carried out,
does that mean God’s role is just to get things started, and we insignificant beings are
indeed left to fend for ourselves? Absolutely not! And Dynamic Stability applies to us
as much as any of God’s creations. In fact, the more highly evolved the will – and
thus the higher the manifestation of Soul – the greater the ability to use the Laws of
Being and Existence for the greatest good. But also is the possibility greater through
choice to thwart it. This understanding then frees God from having to intervene in
every affair, or from appearing uncaring or impotent when failing to do so. The Laws,
once put into place, were designed to work everywhere and for all time, and they only
exist because the Creator of the Universe cared that much about His creations.
It’s important to remember that any talk of mechanics – a physical plan for the
Universe’s creation and a design whereby it continues to work – is still overlooking its
Soul and Heart aspects: its Music, the desire and passion of Infinite Consciousness.
From the perspective of its Mathematics, the attitude and effort of Infinite Awareness,
God must certainly allow for both sides of the balance of Chaos and Order – to let
things go awry but then provide for the energy to correct them. In this is found the
creation of thought and experience. But in the creation of will and love is found the
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provision for orchestration according to a Divine Plan and Design, with Souls born that
can then work together to fulfil it; and, regardless of whether they are born from the
Intangible Soul of Good or Evil, all serve it. This is in accord with Dynamic Stability,
which calls forth from the Infinite Source whatever is needed to restore balance – be it
Energy or Soul. For colliding solar systems it is the former. But when Collective Soul
on Earth is out of alignment with the greatest good of Cosmic Soul, individual souls
are beckoned so as to bring attention to the need to restore balance. We may call the
individuals involved or their resulting actions evil, and perhaps even under the
influence of or directed by evil forces or entities; but as far as God and the Universe
are concerned, whatever can accomplish Dynamic Stability is good!
In this last paragraph it might seem liked I dropped a bomb just as we were
arriving at an understanding of the role God has as upholder of the point of balance
between observer and participant as far as the affairs of the Universe and all within it
are concerned. Now I write that there is such a thing as Intangible Evil from which
Souls were manifest for a purpose – along with Souls from Intangible Good – each to
fulfill alone or with others a Divine Plan and Design, and that all this was orchestrated.
Wouldn’t that be intervention? In a sense it is, but intervention is a dynamic concept
that changes as much as anything else changes in the Realm of Change. For the God
that is the Realm of Nonchange, intervention is only the ability to participate through
His own Laws. But there is so much more to this Universe than the flesh and bone of
our 4-D tangibility. We cannot imagine all that exists or is possible in the infinite
domains beyond us. Moreover, it’s one thing to talk about the physical evolution of
forces and particles in multidimensionality and how Dynamic Stability can restore
harmony and symmetry solely in the context of energy however it may exist in each
domain. And we’ve learned how part of that process involves the ability for energy to
make the transition between domains. But the spiritual evolution of Soul and Heart is
quite another matter, though it equally mandates the ability to make the transition.
However, this is now occurring not as the unending flow of energy without limit,
but as the eternity of incalculable Souls beyond death.
Scientists have a hard enough time acknowledging Soul in the dimensions we
live in, so, to discuss it as an afterlife experience in multidimensionality may be more
than any can venture. But I’ve devoted nearly 1000 pages to exploring how energy
exists as an infinite range of values, and for spiritual harmonics and frequencies as
well as physical. There is no way I can stop doing that now simply because it may
cause some individuals discomfort. Of course I don’t include you, my valued reader,
in that group. After all, you’ve made it this far, and whether you lean more toward
Science or Religion you’ve come to realize that in any domain there are aspects
contributed from either camp. I needed to say this before I continued, to make sure
you’d be in my corner as I set the stage for the inevitable realization that follows.
In the Realm of Change, God evolves too! And through this, so does His connection to
any intention or action one may construe as intervention.
The highest energy in God’s infinite range of values is Soul. You may recall that
as being the Spiritual Alignment for the highest energetic range in the Four Pathways
to Light and Truth, p. 33. The Sceptre in charge of that path is Wisdom, and its
Spiritual Guide is Will. Think what this means in our present discussion. Atomically,
we are all part of the Big Bang, its parts adding up to the whole. But even the Big
Bang had to have a Source – which I’ve called God. And all that comes from God is a
part of God. That means you, me, this planet – everything in the Universe. But since
God is Nonchange, the creation of God’s parts doesn’t diminish the whole of God.
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Now, everything I’ve talked about as being God in Nonchange, from which all Change
comes, in within Wisdom. Wisdom is the energy from which everything is created,
and Wisdom is the consciousness that formulates the Plan. Its Spiritual Cornerstone
is Truth, and from it come the Laws and the Rules. All this is guided by Will, but it
takes place because of Desire, its Physical Cornerstone, driven by the force of Selfexpression! In this, the principle of mission is born, and everything then created
carries a piece of that mission – to fulfill God’s desire for self-expression and to do so
wisely for the greatest good of all. For a star in the inorganic world of Mind and Body,
its physical mission is simply to be the best star it can be. But for any creation in the
organic world of Soul and Heart, its spiritual mission is to become an active participant
in formulation and fulfillment to the extent its Soul will allow. It is why chance and
free will must be separately acknowledged and accommodated. Then, Souls are born
to serve in various capacities, with each chosen for the physical realm required to
complete its range of values with a brief turn in a temporal existence. Yet, the Soul’s
mission does not end there but continues upon return to the realm from which it was
born, to reside in and function for all eternity at the level for which it was intended.
In that, we must admit each level contains the balance of Good and Evil. But I will
not debate what places a Soul on one side or the other upon arrival, only affirm that
such a process happens. And for this to occur on the lowest level it had to start at the
top. Recall what happens as the Essence of God evolves to Personality – the Unity
that always was and still remains becomes for all eternity the Four Spiritual Beings
I’ve referred to as the Holy Quadrality. Their missions, too, required a physical form
for a short time. And though you may shudder when I say this, that means there’s
also an Unholy Quadrality! (Who they might be I won’t even try to guess.)
In proposing the Holy Quadrality I know I’ve created as much a problem for
many in the religious community as I have with Dynamic Stability for scientists and
their laws of conservation. But as I said before about Soul and its range of values,
there’s no way I can stop upholding how that applies now simply because it may make
some people uncomfortable. I still hope I don’t have to include you among them.
But if I do, please try to consider that this doesn’t diminish the truth you adhere to.
My proposal only affirms the four fundamental ways to see Truth and the individuals
who’ve helped us to do so. Given that, I make no claim as to how far within or how
high between the domains their presence and influence extends, only that they do.
And I also won’t speculate on how this might play out on another planet with sentient
beings, only that it must. But there is a hierarchy in this context that extends
throughout all the domains born from God and in which the Wisdom and Will of God
can formulate a Plan and set about fulfilling it through His myriad Soul manifestations.
Everything must occur under the guidance of the Laws of Being and Existence, and
function in accordance with the Rules and Structure of Quadrality. Then, once we
have embraced this realization, the three missions discussed in A Soul’s Journey –
divine, incarnate and societal – become players in God’s Plan at whatever dimensional
level their Soul is within.
No longer does it seem like a bomb had been earlier dropped. Everything I
then wrote was there to shed as best as I could a little extra light on God’s Plan. Once
clear, karmic consequence makes sense as the spiritual enforcing of cause and effect.
But intervention through prayer also makes sense, to invoke the help God has made
possible through Dynamic Stability. Defining the greatest good as that which upholds
the Big Picture absolves God from having to answer our prayers as we may wish.
But beginning with His own highest manifestations, and extending to His agents and
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workers, angels and saints, are all those members of the G.O.D. Team rooting for our
success and supplying us with His resources.
Of course, both sides of this spiritual coin exist, with the other as the opposite
to the above – demons and sinners – the Bearers of Darkness in the eternal battle for
Collective Soul with the Messengers of Light. After all, the Unholy Quadrality would
have their own legion of negative entities to do their bidding. And it is within Infinite
Will where the division between Good and Evil occurs. Evil is the necessary balance to
Good for the Principle of Balance, but only in potential must Evil exist to satisfy it. Evil
then is God’s strength training for our Soul, an opportunity for growth on its return
journey. Evil is an option provided to the will, which it can then refuse. And this is
true regardless of the side of the balance from which a Soul is invoked. Hitler could
have said no, as could any with a propensity for it as part of their Soul’s mission.
In contrast, even Jesus was tempted by Satan, though He turned the offer down.
How many times have any of us done otherwise! But have you ever stopped to
consider that there might be some unseen force or entity that, as I proposed earlier,
in your moment of weakness may have helped you to take the unwise option. And to
again acknowledge the other side of the coin, I dare say the opposite force or entity
has often had a part in staying the hand of evil before it struck.
Though you might think this detour to a discussion of Soul has been contrary to
our original purpose, it will actually have sharpened our focus as we return to it.
On our journey through these essays we have been able to resolve perhaps the most
serious conflict between the East and West on the Spiritual level – that between Soul
reincarnation and final destination. We learned that given the right model, one based
on the nature of energy, both would exist and in fact were needed to accomplish
specific spiritual purposes. We can similarly now resolve our present pressing conflict
between Science and Religion on the physical level – that between a Universe with no
beginning and one with a creation event. Aside from scientific conditions apparently
contradictory, the conflict comes in realizing the latter would imply a Creator; so, the
scientific answer to the Universe’s origin would determine whether or not a God was
required in its scenario. Once more we have learned that given the right model, one
based on the nature of energy, both would exist and in fact were needed for specific
physical purposes. Scientifically speaking, the linear event-line required a creation
event – the manifestation of 4-D space-time. But that event-line itself contains a brief
initiating period that defies the laws of the space it’s creating. It is in looking at
the Source, the cyclic event-line, where the Universe without a beginning as we
understand it is found – the space-time of infinite multidimensionality.
And in that infinitesimal linear moment is an infinite cyclic moment from which
a series of dimensional Universes are born, these taking the Universe as a totality
closer to the 4-D creation event. The dance of forces and particles extant in each has
worked itself out to make the final Physical Universe possible, as has the evolution of
Soul to make its related Spiritual Universe possible. After all, the need to finish the
evolution of a complete range of values, and all the existences possible within it,
occurred for the physical evolution of Energy and the spiritual evolution of Soul.
If you put this in the context of the Triunity of Tangible Creation, the pre-Planck
multidimensional Universe was working through light, sound and heat as they exist
symbolically in the Quadralitic Cube – their potential wavelengths, frequencies, and
wave and spiral motions. And the Cube itself is admittedly a limited 3-D reflection for
all that transpires beyond it. So, I could only speculate on how they might exist there
as anything resembling the visual, audio and thermal phenomena we’re familiar with.
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Heat in that sense is said to only have come into being once the 3-D spatial boundary
was broken by the point source. Yet, what we see from the perspective of the linear
event-line as the sudden eruption of space-time at the Big Bang is actually occurring
over an eternity from the cyclic event-line. And as a result, the existence of God can’t
be determined by whether or not there is a creation event. It’s impossible to separate
the linear Big Bang from the cyclic. The only way to arrive at proof of God’s existence
is as we have done – in the model that integrates the cyclic and linear event-lines of
creation. Once the model for anything is established, the model maker as I’ll soon
show is affirmed. For the Universe it is the Source, which in those event-lines resides
at the intersection of Zero and Infinity, Nothing and All!
As Science comes closer in the indeterminism of quantum probability to seeing
how something can seem to come from nothing, what it is really looking at is the
connection of our 4-D space-time to the reality of multidimensional space-time.
Multidimensionality provides us with the opportunity for the realization of “other
universes,” each within its particular time-frame and range of dimensions. Each
transition is another evolutionary leap. And we can see from our 3-D spatial world
just how much diversity is possible when you consider at any given place the
coexistence of Spiritual and Physical Realms. Moreover, once we no longer think of
God as limited by the time of the linear event-line, we allow for the probability of
microcosmic existence – Quantum Theory – as well as the determinism of
macrocosmic existence – Relativity. It also allows for the chance of indeterminate
inorganic action and the free will of determinate organic action. Both of those occur in
the linear event-line but are already written in the cyclic event-line.
In our unification of Religion and Science, it’s clear a new vision for what and
who God is must be made (a point also cited on Soul of the Universe). We shouldn’t
see God as separate from the design, or something that devised or concocted it. God
is the design. God is the Infinite Energy Source for the design, the Laws of Being and
Existence, which empowered and orchestrated the design, the Rules and Structure of
Quadrality, which supervised and formed the design. And in our model, if one wishes
to see the Designer that preexists and remains apart from the design – Nonchange
prior to Change – one merely needs to look at the infinite cyclic event-line that never
rotates from its vertical alignment yet can exist at any finite linear horizontal position.
While quantum probability does allow for a something-from-nothing scenario, it
is best not to base substantiation for God on it. Paul Davies, a theoretical physicist on
Soul of the Universe, says spontaneous existence as a quantum fluctuation no longer
needs a creator; there would also then be pathways of evolution that God would not
be able to determine. This is important because you may think my theory might be
seen more as a quantum event – beginning at the appearance of infinite tangible point
sources – rather than a Big Bang singularity. But probability is just as much an aspect
of God as certainty, and my model for “Everything” requires both to be acknowledged
and accommodated in the intersection of cyclic and linear event-lines, the point of
balance in the symbolic roadmap I used to arrive at it – the Izunome Cross.
David Griffin, a philosopher of religion who appeared on that program, in fact
comments that to have a Big Bang you need the wherewithal for it. He also says the
Big Bang could have been the continuation of a process going on for billions of years,
as God worked with the somewhat recalcitrant material to get it to the point where
the Big Bang could occur. This is basically what multidimensionality, and my scenario,
provides. How long it takes Time to go from infinity to something countable is moot.
Think of God as a general contractor overseeing the Universe’s creation. Construction
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begins as soon as He steps from His cyclic event-line to begin His evolution to the
linear. With Him He takes all the things a general contractor needs. Foremost are the
materials. You can’t build anything without them. But God by our understanding is
the Infinite Source. So, He has material covered. And in this sense He is different
from a contractor separate from the construction, because He is that construction.
And of course to build anything you would need a schematic blueprint to follow
for the various stages of construction, and an architectural design depicting the final
result. In other words you need a vision and plan for the structure that encompasses
the long-range goal and the intermediate steps. The long-range goal for the creation
of the Universe is the completion at Planck time on the linear event-line of 4-D spacetime. Short-range goals are each of the dimensional domains en route to it. And you
can think of these domains as floors of a building that get added on, as well as
refinements within all floors. For instance, you start with a frame, then add outer
walls, inner walls, and whatever is needed to get between floors. Major systems come
next, such as electrical, HVAC, plumbing, fire, and communications; finally, functional
and cosmetic refinements, like paneling, fixtures, and furniture. It should be easy to
visualize how this can apply to the creation in a global sense of the various
dimensional domains as well as in an individual sense to anything within them.
But in addition to a vision and plan you need a set of instructions and rules to
follow. These would involve the schedule according to which things get done, and the
allocation of duties. Such things are site-specific – they change for each location and
each job within it. Yet, you also must have access to information that applies
generally, such as the building codes and proper methods of construction.
God certainly has the rules and structure in the Rules of Quadrality and the
Quadralitic Cube. Moreover, they apply for everything and everywhere, but allow for
things to be different in order to adapt to any specific place or time. Still, in addition
to the sort of instructions and rules mentioned above, building contractors and their
designers and architects need the laws that don’t change, the things that they can
count on. For them, these would be the laws of physics, chemistry, thermodynamics,
electricity, mechanics, etc. God would also need to have those unchanging laws, and
obviously He does in the Laws of Being and Existence.
Now, the one thing the general contractor does not usually participate in during
construction is the actual work, for which subcontractors and craftspeople are hired.
Yet once again God has provided for these. In a microcosmic quantum sense they
appear out of Him from nowhere to become the sub-quantum particles and forces in
each dimensional domain. But in a macrocosmic relativity sense it occurs in all the
material bodies that interact through gravity. Individual inorganic structure on a
macrocosmic 3-D scale begins in the most perfectly balanced geometric shapes – the
spheres of stars and planets. Structure in organic entities then takes on forms suited
to each life-function. Head, arms, legs, hands, feet, fins, wings, roots, branches, etc.,
are all specifically suited to allow that life form to be and do what it is meant to.
You may then question if there is a connection between the structures of the
organic and the inorganic worlds. At first, none would seem apparent beyond the
elemental level. But one of the most extraordinary of scientific findings in the 1990’s
had been in the examination of vast reaches of space the evidence of structure that
looks oddly human. Astronomers refer to it as “stick man,” and it is formed by the
multitude of galaxies in the enormous wedge of space scientists chose to study.
What I find most remarkable in this is that “stick man” appears in the cosmos
because of the perspective of the planet from which it is being viewed – one on which
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human beings exist. Who can say what figure that same stretch of space might
sketch out from somewhere else? And how would the observing intelligent life then
base its observation on itself? Suppose intelligent life was insect. Would it find a
giant grasshopper? Regardless, what the observation tells us is that structure is an
inherent condition of existence in the Universe. And scientists now know that was the
case right from the moment of the first photons appearing as the CMBR froze in
space. Latest pictures show a remarkable propensity for structure without which no
galaxies at all could have formed. But this is structure in its most unstructured form –
assuming and changing shape as needed to maintain the system’s strength and
integrity in compliance with Dynamic Stability. So, structure in this sense does not
appear in the Quadralitic Cube, as neither does the thermal condition of heat from the
Triunity of Tangible Creation. But in both cases the structure of the Quadralitic Cube
provides the precedent, in the spirals associated with heat and in the very potential
for structure at all – the purposeful material relationship of things to one another.
What this serves to help us realize is that in supplying the Laws, Energy and
Rules of creation, God had provided all that was necessary from the cyclic event-line
perspective. And the only Structure He needed was that in the Quadralitic Cube, that
which is common to everything – the waves and spirals of light, sound and heat, and
the genetic code of DNA. Everything else would have to change as an inevitability of
growth and interaction. This would be following the Planck time for 4-D tangibility,
but for multidimensionality even from the Zero Moment. And the plan whereby it took
place would have to allow for both sides of the balance of Order and Chaos, Certainty
and Probability, Nonchange and Change. We need to realize this in considering God’s
role as the artist everywhere and at all moments for the creation of the Big Picture,
which is then able to paint itself at any given place and time.
In the past, seekers have endeavored to find proof of God in the creation, under
the assumption that the Creator could no longer be denied. And yet, evidence of the
creation is all around us – the stuff in which scientists live and breathe every day –
and it is still insufficient to establish the existence of the Creator as long as there are
other options that don’t require it. This was the reason I sought my proof of God not
in the creation but in its model. Provided the design for the Universe’s existence could
withstand academic scrutiny, the proof would lie not in the metaphor of Intelligent
Design but in its actual mechanics. The Designer couldn’t be denied because a design
requires one by definition. Microsoft Bookshelf lists several definitions for design as a
noun, such as “a graphic representation, especially a detailed plan for construction or
manufacture,” “the purposeful or inventive arrangement of parts or details,” and,
“a basic scheme or pattern that affects and controls function or development.”
All refer to things that have to be made. In other words, they require a maker – just
as a macrocosmic effect requires a cause. In fact, one definition states that directly,
“something designed.” And design is thus different from creation – “the fact or state
of having been caused to exist or brought into being.” Quantum theory has shown
that creation doesn’t need a prior cause. Moreover, there is another definition for
design we should pay special notice, which when considered with divine as its
adjective is particularly revealing. This definition allows design to be not just a
physical construct but a creative spiritual power. That is, “deliberate intention.”
In other words, the Universe wasn’t just pre-designed, it was divinely intended!
But before the religious community stands and cheers, realize the truth of the
design is such that all aspects of the Designer must be acknowledged, Good and Evil,
Order and Chaos, Belief and Disbelief. Just as scientists need to adjust their formulas
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to accommodate God, theologians will need to adjust their tenets to allow for all other
versions of God. There is no getting around this. It is the only way a unified world
could ever be realized. And by unified I don’t mean under one belief system, but one
Truth – the Truth that upholds equality between diversity and conformity in all things.
As far as the integration of its own beliefs is concerned, I must acknowledge
Science as leading Religion. In fact, the two themselves seem to uphold the balance
of integration and segregation. The pursuit of Science has always been for the
universal physical truth – getting closer and closer to the formulas that allow for
various disciplines to work together. The quest for the theory of everything is the
ultimate example. With Religion, unfortunately, the exact opposite seems to be the
case, maybe because people take their beliefs about God so personally. But as I said
early in this journey, a core motivation for it was the realization that conflict between
and within countries has predominantly been religiously motivated. Thus, if you want
war to end, Buddhists and Christians, Jews and Muslims, all faiths are going to have to
see the beauty in each other’s beliefs re God rather than feel how they presently do.
Of course other issues are also involved, such as greed, revenge, power, and fear.
And society’s “conflict consciousness” needs to be erased not just at the group level
but at the individual level. But all these reflect an imbalance and misalignment with
spiritual truth whereby we have placed our physical needs before God’s spiritual wants
– which is contrary to the Law of Order. Naturally, you have to start the purification
of Humanity’s Heart and Mind somewhere, and it may begin with enough individuals
who demand a change at the highest level. But it must happen there for lasting
change to occur, and then from the general it will travel to the specific. Moreover,
Science will have to jump on the God-Designer bandwagon, to return to an earlier
analogy, simply because the wars of Religion are being waged with the weapons of
Science. And beginning about a century ago, technology started to escalate to the
point that today Humanity’s very existence is in jeopardy. So, if you want war to end,
you will also have to turn off the supply of weapons. Militaries, and governments in
general, have to understand the need to live by God’s moral code. And again, from
the general this must filter down to the specific. A truly civilized world cannot exist
until criminal and citizen alike can no longer buy guns on the street, or see their use
as a viable way to deal with life’s trials. Indeed all Vice must go for the Light of Virtue
to shine. Now, I am not claiming it will happen overnight. But as God did with the
Universe’s creation, you have to set the intention and then formulate a plan and take
the necessary action. Remember, I said there is one truth for Religion and Science.
We all have to start living like it, and understand the price we pay for failing to do so.
Throughout history, Humanity has pondered the inevitable result of its moral
transgressions and then tried to integrate into its belief systems the way to explain it.
For some, God took on aspects of judgment and vengeance, demanding retribution
for the wages of wrongdoing. For others it became more a karmic consequence,
a dispassionate matter of spiritual cause and effect. Such disparate allegories are
among the things that have kept religions separate. The truth is that everything is
occurring in the context of simple energetic principles, but these are more than the
interplay of particles and forces. They are also the prime directors of will and
conscience. Negative experiences like disease and misfortune aren’t God’s response
to our wicked ways but opportunities for a greater realization of His Truth. And that
encompasses a Big Picture only a very small part of which we are privileged to see.
To understand just how mysterious that Truth is, you know I have referred to
God as the Source of Infinite Energy, enough to account for everything we see and
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everything we don’t. And yet I’ve also said the Universe began as All coming from
Nothing. Does that imply God is Infinite Nothing? Yes, and God is Infinite All, too!
That’s what it means to exist as Unity, before any separation into Duality. Once that
occurs, which side of the balance of God and Universe upholds Nothing and which
upholds All is simply a matter of perspective. From the Universe’s perspective at the
Big Bang, the All of it had sprung from Nothing. But that is only in a Physical Realm
sense – the balance of Nothing and All. From God’s perspective – the balance of All
and Nothing – All was His spiritual actuality and Nothing was the physical potential He
had yet to achieve. He had the Laws of Being and Existence the process would have
to follow and the Rules and Structure of Quadrality by which it would be accomplished.
Clearly, then, our existence is a result of the key that turned the ignition of Creation –
the Principle of Behavioral Reversal. With it, Nothing became All.
I began this summary of my work on p. 982 by describing how the model I’d
discovered for creation was based on all language forms, whereby the information
concerning common thoughts and experiences is conveyed. The resulting System of
Quadrality became a solid and self-verifying logical construct as well as its graphic
representation for the Truth within the Movement of all energy and matter. But I’m
sure you’ll recall my recent comment that no talk of mechanics – the physical plan –
should overlook the spiritual element.
You can’t separate the Music from the
Mathematics any more than you can the Designer from the Design. It is then when
we must consider how the physical form of language as a means for conveying
information and energy misses its ineffable quality – its intent – which transcends
information. And intent, as I’ve shown, by definition is part of the Design. But of
even greater importance to us is establishing how Quadrality is the model for both.
A simple example will demonstrate what I mean. For a moment we’ll dip back
into the System of Quadrality, but not to introduce anything new. Whatever I may
have overlooked by now can wait for another time. I merely wish to use it. To do so,
I want you to think of language as something that itself expresses the Principle of
Balance by manifesting a spiritual as well as physical nature.
Purely from a
mathematical perspective we can explore how language exists as a way to code
information. But a code generally has a one-to-one correspondence, such that there
is no confusion in the decoding. That would be no problem in a language if a word
only had one definition. But, throughout my work I spent time exploring how any
given word could express a range of values through its definitions. And we saw with
design just how different the shadings can be. Moreover, words often function as
different parts of speech, with variations in and even new definitions to offer. Thus,
the word alone is insufficient to convey information without considering its context
and its use. And even with all these variations we are still within the physical realm of
Mathematics. When we consider words for their meaning we enter the spiritual realm
of Music. It is then when even all the variations in the definitions for a written word
can’t do justice to its intention. Consider all the nuances that can be conveyed in the
tone or inflection of the word when it is spoken, the facial expression accompanying it,
or even the hand gestures and body posture. Even a lie can be made to seem true.
Only the most skilled writers can ever hope to come close to letting us read the
intention between the lines of what is written without explicitly writing it.
How can the System of Quadrality model that? First of all, it begins by basing
itself on the truth of information and energy as a range of values, and that the range
covers spiritual as well as physical manifestations. To see the entire range, let’s
review three relevant dualities that appeared in our charts:
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Symbolism (S) Meaning
Meaning (G) Information
Information (P) Energy
Each duality on its own expresses a complete and self-sufficient spiritual to
physical balance. Yet, it is easy to discern a natural energetic progression from the
terms in the dualities as well as the Anchor Codes for each duality. Start with the
Anchor Codes.
Even without the term duplication in the three dualities, their
energetic evolution is clear. The first and last dualities contain the Anchor Codes for
the Spiritual and Physical Models, and the middle has the Code for Physical Model
dualities as they first appear in the Spiritual Realm through gender reversal. When
combined through the Rules of Quadrality, the individual terms of the first and last
dualities assume the most appropriate of four energetic locations within that range.
But the middle duality allows us to see how the evolution from Duality to Quadrality
occurs through Triunity. Proceed as we did on pp. 313-314 to arrive at the quadrality
Happiness/Love ~ Pleasure/Wealth. I won’t repeat the specifics of the derivation
process; combine dualities into triunities through their common terms, and then these
into the final quadrality:
Symbolism/Meaning/information
+
Meaning/Information/Energy
=
Symbolism/Meaning ~ Information/Energy
Of course, it is the same quadrality as would be derived from the first and last
dualities through Rule #2, but here with the added benefit of seeing how a spiritual
state of alignment connects the two physical states. Now, as to what we learn from it,
quadralitically speaking, Information and Energy are insufficient to describe a
complete range of values – exactly as we were able to discern upon considering the
role of intent in language. Still, even with this as our complete range, where is the
room in the System of Quadrality for the variation I earlier mentioned? First, it is
found in the infinite diversity of dualities that can be combined in equations, allowing
for the spiritual and physical harmonics and frequencies of all being and existence to
be upheld. Next, it occurs in the intersection of horizontal and vertical axes along
each of which this entire range can be expressed! In other words, at Information on
the X axis the complete range from Symbolism to Energy is found along the Y axis.
And the same can be said for the other three, to the extent the vertical energies are
allowed at each horizontal location. And since the two axes don’t have to uphold the
same set of values, rather than balance a range from Spiritual to Physical you may
have one that balances the range from Positive to Negative, like True to False. Then,
add the Z axis and all this can evolve through each of the Four Energy Systems!
But the even greater spiritual lesson appears when we place our quadrality in
the context of the Spiritual Alignments of the Four Pathways to Light and Truth, and
ponder how their Physical Paths can reveal the key human ingredients in a recipe for a
better world:
Symbolism/Meaning ~ Information/Energy
Soul/Heart ~ Mind/Strength
Care/Feel ~ Teach/Serve
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On our journey together there were times when I got pretty technical, and I
often encouraged you to bear with me, or to skip over those points that seemed
difficult to understand. But in retrospect, if you look beyond the specifics and just
consider the generalities, I’m sure you’ll see I’ve provided a vision for the truth of the
Universe that’s simple enough, as Stephen Hawking hoped, for ordinary people to be
able to sit around and discuss. You don’t have to memorize the Rules of Quadrality to
grasp how energy manifests as two ranges of values, spiritual and physical, each of
which best serves their purpose. And all the rest, the Laws of Being and Existence,
Harmonic Creation, Behavioral Reversal, are easily applicable in your daily routine
once you get the feel for how they work. Indeed, the Universe didn’t know any of it in
advance, but through its own experiment and observation, and a desire to seek for
itself the greatest good, it was able to learn and become what it is and we are today.
In conclusion, I doubt if by now there can be any misunderstanding what I’ve
proposed in The Totality Of God And The Izunome Cross, or its implications. It is
more than merely acknowledging there is a single set of Rules and a unified Structure
underlying all of creation, or even that they preexisted the act, but the inevitable
conclusion you arrive at once you do so. They didn’t pop into existence on their own!
The time has come now in this, the Age of Light, to lift the veil to truth and adjust our
eyes to see the realm of 21st century possibility. God is real. There is no other way to
explain the beauty and precision – the Music and the Mathematics – in the result.
The insights I’ve come to acquire through the study of the System of Quadrality surely
have, at least for me, provided a greater comprehension of the Universe’s existence,
but they have also daily made me more in awe of the Divine Majesty behind it.

